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2 - jango the blue fox part two

�Why are you asking me for help aren't you a member of the starfox team�? Krystal just turned around
and walked a few steps and said three words �not any more.� �O...k... well then what kind of job do you
mean?� Krystal turned back around and said �a very dangerous one.� �One that could get you killed.� �But
I know that you won't refuse it.� �Why do you think I won't refuse your job�? �Because if you finish the job
successfully I will pay you five million in cash!� My jaw drops open and then I quickly close it back again
and say �well then what do you want me to do!?� �I want you to help me get rid of the anglar once and for
all.� �You got to be kidding me I can�t do that by my self I would need lots of help... I would need the
whole corneian military!� �But you're forgetting one thing� said Krystal. �And what would that be?� Krystal
started to blush and said �you forgot that I am going to be with you the whole time.� �Hold it right there I
have never had a client come on a mission with me.� �But I am not going to pay you if you don�t allow me
to come with you� said krystal. �Ok you can come, I will allow it this time but only because I want that
money, oh and one more thing, do you have a ship?� �No, actually I don�t my ship is still on the great fox
with the starfox team�. �Well then I am sure I have a spare ship in the omega, why don�t you hop in the
black fox with me and I will call for the omega to come and pick us up?� krystal starts to run toward the
black fox and she says �all right I�ll do that.� Then I start to run toward the black fox to. Me and krystal
jump into the black fox and I start up the engine and we fly in to space when we get to orbit above
fichina I turn on the com system and say �black fox to omega do you copy over.� And then a voice
responds to my message and says �I copy what do you need over.� then I say �I need you to get over
hear to fichina to pick me up over.� Next the voice says �affirmative I�m on my way over and out.�
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